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About This Game

TREBUCHET! The Industry Award Winning, All Original, Beautifully Simple New Classic!

***** Game of The Year 2014 games industry awards finalist! *****
***** Best Social Game of 2014 games industry awards finalist! *****

***** Top Paid game in Europe (apptracker) *****
***** Critically acclaimed by top Selling international Newspapers including The Sunday Times *****

***** Top Featured Game at indiecade 2014 - www.indiecade.com *****
***** Critically acclaimed by Samsung, TIGA, IndieCade, The Sunday Times and IGF! *****

***** Top Paid game in 13 countries worldwide *****

Each player starts with a set of balls and pieces, moving their blocks around to free their balls and then tilting the board to align
them. Roll your balls into an enemy block and it is destroyed, with the aim of eliminating the enemies King piece, or reaching

the opposing Kings corner with your king - First!

The Press:

"A Rare Game!" "Immensely Pleasurable!" "Deceptively Simple" "A Wonderful Design Job... I can almost feel the board
underneath my fingertips!" "Something great here!" - IndieCade

"A Digital Original!" "Real Strategic Depth" "A Great Game!" - The Sunday Times
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"A Classic Gameplay Experience!" "Really Cool!" - Chillingo / 100% indie (EA)

"It fits the famous rule: 'minutes to learn, a lifetime to master!'... Brilliant game!" - IGF

TREBUCHET! The all original new classic, the first game of its kind, and a game of Skill, Strategy, Spatial awareness and
Surprise, can be played fast or slow, casually or seriously, offering fun for all ages, skill levels and abilities. Anyone who loves
strategy games, brain trainers, kinetic, puzzle or casual games will simply love TREBUCHET and all the fast paced kinetic fun

it has to offer!

A game for life, with tons of free updates including multiplayer, leaderboards and much much more - coming soon! Get
TREBUCHET today and let battle commence…

TREBUCHET: noun: a medieval catapult used for hurling large stones or other missiles at enemy objects!

*********** FEATURES! **********

- THE Award winning, official TREBUCHET game with original artwork!
- ALL NEW - colourful boards and pieces included in this pack!

- 1 and 2 player support!
- Challenge friends and family!

- Play against the computer and test your skills against three competitive difficulty levels designed for both beginner and
advanced players!

- Explosive play! In game animated explosions for realistic - full user engagement!
- Fully immersive - explosive and kinetic sound effects!

- Virtual 3D movement!
- Fully customisable gameplay settings!

- Clear, intuitive, animated instructions - including ‘Quick start guide’ to get you playing within minutes!
- Animated, full instructions, hints and tips for the more advanced players!

- Beautiful, clean, intuitive layout, design and interaction!
- Intuitive and clear in game statistics!

- Endless mind crunching scenarios – no two games are ever the same!
- Cross Platform Multiplayer support - coming soon!

- Cross Platform Local Network and WIFI Play - Coming soon!
- New, exciting boards, sets and other features - Coming Soom!

**** ADDITIONAL FEATURES ****

- Game features and updates driven by your feedback!
- Frequent updates - driven by your feedback.

- Lots more NEW - FREE updates and in-game additions to come!

******************* TREBUCHET - FIRE AWAY! ******************
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Title: TREBUCHET
Genre: Casual, Indie, Sports, Strategy
Developer:
iconical Ltd.
Publisher:
iconical Ltd.
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I don't usually play this kind of games but I had to try this one and I am quite pleased by what I've seen so far.

I enjoy the how you must manage your group and resources which is a nice addition compared to games from Telltale.

I'm only getting started but already know I'll probably do at last another run with different choices just to see the impact t will
have. Steve is hating me right now so I'm curious to see what would happen if I was to side more with him.

Overall it is a nice relaxed experience you can enjoy at your own pace but with some nice challenges when it comes to resources
management. A must have for all zombie fans.. Fun game, love the concept, but be aware that it is very short.. good game so far
but has a lot of potential in gameplay universe and interaction. Played this game for a day. I actually like it as a tower defence
game to waste some time, and want to give it a good review. BUT the save function is completely broken, any progress made
will be deleted after a session. It says it saves, but it doesnt, you will start at tutorial level 1 every time its opened. For a game
with a large skill tree and hours worth of levels this is completely unacceptable.

Worse, you can read in the discussion forum that the developer has known about this simple game breaking issue for 4 months.
So you know he is lazy, unmotivated and unresponsive.

Terrible game.

1\/10. Diner Duo is a fantastic game that uses asynchronous multiplayer (like Keep Talking and Nobody Explodes) where the
VR player franctically tries to make hamburgers out of dozens of ingredients while the other player sits behind the pc and runs
around the cafeteria delivering food and drinks. It sounds simple, it *is* simple but it is just so much fun and an excellent co-op
experience. I started playing this game with my girlfriend at 11 PM and three hours later we were completely beat and
exhausted. Never knew you could get so tired by flipping burgers. Mind you, the game has a pretty steep difficulty curve. You
will mess up. And better steer clear of those Christmas levels for now!

We are not that far into the game yet but I still kinda wish we could do something with all our hard-earned money. Maybe just
to upgrade some of the stuff in the diner, new menu's, buy extra seats to seat more customers, better quality drinks or even
furniture, even something mundane as getting access to new music or skins. I know we are getting into simulation territory here
and I understand the simplicity is part of Duo Diners' appeal but I really have the feeling there could be so much more to it!

Still, a GREAT game that I would wholly recommend to anyone who loves asynchronous co-op multiplayer! Bring your friends!
Bake some burgers!. The best Rugby game to date, but that really isn't saying much. It is fairly evident that the devs are lacking
a big budget, although they have done a fairly solid job with this game. It doesn't come without it's flaws but if you are a Rugby
fan and a gaming fan it is probably a good idea to pick this up. Don't come into this expecting the next FIFA but this is
definitely the most authentic Rugby game on the market.. Excellent game, I only regret not realizing there are autosaves and
other save tabs sooner!. This is a very fun little platformer, which reminds me of the good old days, as it doesn't exactly hold
your hand through the whole thing. I managed to beat the game while getting a bad ending in 4 hours, and it is fun enough that I
will probably try to find everything and get the best ending.. I have yet to finish this game.

Cons:

-In order to exit the game I have to turn off my computer. ((Big con and discouragement))

-Game gets too hard during the later stages.

Pros:

-Beautiful artwork

-Great story
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A good Breakout clone but unfortunately very short.
I finished the game under an hour. Hopefully there will be more levels in the future.
[Edit:] 30 new levels had been added with the latest patch.. Wow, right after beating the game i feel i need to write a review
about it because i liked it really much!

The principle of not being able to attack enemies AND not being to jump at all made the game very interesting. And it became
very addictive, right from the beginning. What i really liked as well was the difficulty - for me it was just awesome because
never too easy - and only 1-2 levels of those 40 were a pain in the♥♥♥♥♥for me. The controls felt good (not smoothy) with
the x360. and the calm, nice music fit, though i wish there were a few more/different songs..

(No missable or grindy) Achievements + Cards + -90% Coupon = must have for me!

Relax for 60-90 mins and have fun with it.

9/10. If you are REALY want something that is exactly like like Advance Wars you may not be fully disappointed, because this
game is exactly like that only (slightly) worse in every respect. The AI is\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 the story and
drawings smell of cheap, the tutorial is misleading, the unit design makes no sense, the UI is ugly and unresponsive with occasional
glitches, \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 options menu, there are no fight or capture animations, no unit merging, I
could go on and on. I myself only bought this because I got a 75% coupon and I still kind of regret the 1,25 EUR I spent on it. It has
hotseat mode which is really the only positive thing I can say about it.

Bottom line:
Avoid it. Even if you are desperate for some AW-style hotseat combat don't pay more then 1.5 bucks.... I laughed a whole bunch
and had a really nice time. Super nice antedote to a mad stressful day.. Doom might be timeless but this wad pack is not. The front
end and methodology is super dated from a time when it was hard to get internet access, and the maps themselves have many now-
dated techniques. Also, hiding keys in secrets, which I hate. Outside of some decent maps from Tim Willits and Dr Sleep there's not
much here.. Better in every way as both a sequel to the original, and a sequel to the remaster.
Just more fun in general. Better story, writing, pacing, humour, art, and music. Better puzzles. The writing is more suited to being
voice acted, whereas the writing in the original didn't translate well to voice at times. Remastered art and music have much more
care put in than the first game's remaster. Guybrush doesn't look so derpy now. There's achievements this time around, and dev
commentary. Recommended.
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